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the book. For example, searching through of molecular genetics and make the general
del(15)(q12), upd(15)mat, or upd(15)pat principles pertinent to human genetics.
would give the frequency of clinical features Understanding Genetics starts arrestingly:
in these conditions, but the terms Prader- "1900 was a highly significant year for the
Willi orAngelman are not encountered unless science of heredity, for it was then that the
individual references are examined. Similarly work of Gregor Mendel was discovered".
there is no overall summary of triploidy, only From these foundations the book deals with
summary tables of clinical features for 68,XX, classical studies on mitosis and meiosis, in-
69,XXX, 69,XXY, and 69,XYY separately. heritance, relationships of genotype and
The database takes up 12 Mb of hard disk phenotype, linkage, and aneuploidy. These

space run on computers that are compatible chapters are followed by sections on the dis-
with the IBM XT, AT, or PS/2 range of covery ofDNA structure, transcription, trans-
personal computers with a minimum of640 K lation, mechanisms of gene mutation,
of RAM (MS-DOS version 3-3 or higher). prokaryotic genetics, and control of gene ex-
The manual, written in clear English, is re- pression. The book concludes with chapters
assuringly brief with a quick start guide which on techniques of gene manipulation, mo-
is a useful introduction to the database. In lecular biology of human diseases, and non-
addition, on line help is easily accessed while chromosomal genetics.
the program is in use. The Human Cytogenetics The major difficulty in writing a textbook
Database is a useful reference for both the with a broad remit is in deciding what to
cytogenetics laboratory and the genetics leave out. Rothwell's "curriculum" gives the
clinic, and the planned regular updates will necessary emphasis to the fundamental con-
make it even more valuable. cepts of genetics and in my view avoids the

M CREASY trap of concentrating on recent advances in
D RAVINE human genetics at the expense of the basics.

However, my personal preference would have
been to lengthen the human genetics section.

Understanding Genetics: A Molecular I would have liked to see some examples
Approach. Norman V Rothwell. (Pp 655.) of how the identification of genes and their
London: Wiley Liss. 1994. products (like the cystic fibrosis trans-

membrane conductance regulator or theLDL
It is a considerable challenge to write a text- receptor) has contributed to the overall un-
book that aims to encompass most aspects derstanding of biology. Furthermore, a con-

temporary textbook should perhaps include
more detailed discussions on gene therapy,
the Genome Project, and the uses of trans-
genic animals in research.

I admire Dr Rothwell's teaching approach.
He tends to concentrate on concepts rather
than detail and constantly reminds the reader
of the biological relevance of issues. This was
particularly successful in the earlier chapters
of the book that include fine explanations
of the concepts of dominance, recessiveness,
and variable penetrance. Occasionally, too
little detail compromised explanations: the
sections on chromosome walking and inverse
PCR were possibly too sketchy to convey
the elegance of the methodologies. However,
other techniques like chromosome jumping
and cosmid and YAC cloning are made very
clear. The writing style is clear, unfussy, and
engaging. Diagrams are well set out and easy
to follow. Each chapter ends with useful self-
assessment questions (and answers are pro-
vided at the back of the book).

This textbook can be highly recommended
for undergraduates with a background in ele-
mentary genetics and provides an excellent
syllabus for a third year course. In addition,
it could serve as a useful refresher in fun-
damental genetics for postgraduates and cli-
nicians. I enjoyed reading this book and found
it most educational.

DAVID RUBINSZTEIN
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